Knighton - Rock atlas and facies iden3ﬁca3on
[Version 1 July 2015 –based mainly on observa8ons around Radnor Forest Area ini8ally]
The palaeogeography of the land which now comprises the Knighton Sheet implies that there was,
over the period from late Llandovery to Pridoli, a low and stable land mass to the East [Midland
Block] ; and an ocean [Iapetus] to the West. This area evolved slowly to become a back arc basin
as two tectonic plates [Lauren8a and Avalonia] slowly converged and the sea closed, thus the
area eventually came under pressure and inverted [ popped up, thicker deposits bulging]
Rela8ve sea level changed though the 8me period from being very low , during Lower Silurian; the
sea level was rising as a result of recent recovery from the Ordovician ice age, to high during
Wenlock. Then again falling through the Ludlow and during the Pridoli the sea became shallow
generally and then land par8ally emergent. This was as a result of upliS, sea level fall or more likely
the accommoda8on space for sediment was full.
The reasons for rela8ve sea level change varied from Eusta8c [ global, ice age] to regional tectonic
[ plate movements] and local [fault movements], and of course all of these factors were opera8ng
at the same 8me. The Palaeoclimate was also evolving , partly as a result of the migra8on of the
plates from 50 to 20 degrees South during this period. Added to this the global climate was
changing, as result of erosion of mountain systems [drawdown of CO2] and rerou8ng of ocean
currents [ as the oceans changed shape].
All of that amounts to a lot of environment change during the Silurian; within the 8ny patch of land,
from the Malverns to Llandrindod Wells [about 80 km]; for the most part the submarine slopes
seem to have been quite gentle, with no apparent shelf break , [ subject of course to our
observa8ons, as nobody has actually established this before, where we might postulate one in the
area of the Church StreXon Fault].
Incidentally as a rough es8mate, if there are about 2000 metres of sediment in the pile from
Llandovery to Pridoli, which was deposited over a period of 20 Million Years, and the rate of
sedimenta8on is constant , then 1 cm =
There were various sources of sediment, from the South and the East alterna8ng, which can show up
as abrupt changes in sediment type. Furthermore there are disturbed beds and channels throughout
the sequence, in all areas. This could as well be due to a variety of causes such as earthquake,
distant storms, current ﬂuctua8ons and sea level change. The laXer may cause disturbance simply by
altering the hydrosta8c equilibrium, wherein the pore water pressure is destabilised with an increase
or decrease in density of water in the column, this leads to mass was8ng on the very slight slopes
which might exist.
The seas varied from shallow water in the east to deeper water in the west, oSen with anoxic
condi8ons in the boXom waters [ quiet , unven8lated areas not s8rred by oxygen rich currents],
alterna8ng , perhaps seasonally or due to tempest, with oxygenated waters. There is the possibility
that oxygen layering through salinity and temperature varia8ons or excess biochemical oxygen
demand, [perhaps due to ﬂushes of algae and bacteria]. The types of sediment are generally ﬁne or
very ﬁne, dominantly angular quartz with variable concentra8ons of evaporates [calcium
carbonate].
All environments imprint a character upon the sediment which ul8mately arrives in a depocentre,
and in turn we recognise these as a variety of recognisable facies types which form the lithology.
The environmental variables which can be inferred are : composi8on [clasts and chemistry]; biology,
which vary drama8cally due to presence of oxygen, nutrients, substrate, salinity temperature and

light ; oxygen in the water column; currents due to temperature, depth, salinity and disturbances;
temperature, vary according the la8tude, depth of water column and source of deep currents.
All those variables are prone to altera8on in response to environmental change , and it is the
sequence of those changes which give us the evidence that we use to construct a geological history.
We call this sequence stra8graphy, in this area the sequences are made of the component parts
described below.
In the area of study the characteris8c feature of many of the facies is their alterna8on of sediment
type, terms such as striped , laminated or coupled predominate the descrip8ons indica8on that the
source of sediment were constantly switching. This would be normal in a boundary zone between
one environment and another. This also means that inferences that are made in one small area many
not correlate well due to the variability in environmental condi8ons and their causes; sediment
switching and turbidity currents will all cause a patchiness in the areal extent of a deposit, and so
biomes will also vary probably inﬂuenced by microclimate and random distribu8on.
So the basic elements which are combined together to make up characteris8c rock types this are
shown in the table below, and there follows a series of images of various lithologies with their
interpreta8on, and where they have been deﬁned, a rock name.
Dominant Facies components observed across the sheet [with colour code used on ﬁeld sheets]
This is meant as an aid for classiﬁca8on in the ﬁeld – and is illustrated in the rock atlas. This is work
in progress and can be improved upon greatly as further observa8ons are made.
Dominant Matrix =
Massive
Thick bedded but not laminated
= bioturbated

Homogenous
Fissile but not laminated –
bioturbated in part

Microlaminated – very
ﬁnely laminated and oSen
partly bioturbated, partly oxic

Hemipelagic-not
bioturbated [eg varved or
laminated at various scales]

Turbidites [alterna8ng
couplets of two matrix types]
Disturbed Beds
Debrites
Coarse Grained

Calcareous

Sandstone

Siltstone

Mudstone

Bouma
Fine Grained

Notes
•

The colour conven8ons tend to reﬂect and exaggerate an element of the rock type.

•

Degrees of grey with addi8onal subtle primary colour elements relate to amounts of carbon
or iron as cons8tuents. Thus laminated mudstones and siltstones tend to be variably
carbonaceous, this striping colour varies from deep greys to lighter greys or even cream, in
the absence of carbon. This in turn is related to the amount of oxygen in the environment of
deposi8on; thus carbon relates to anoxic condi8ons.

•

Facies deﬁni8ons will also include reference to the type of bedding; eg bedding laminar or
false bedding etc, and grain shape, these would be part of the dis8nguishing features in the
naming of a lithology.

•

The term laminated is used here to mean ‘internal lamina8on’ within the matrix; on the
other hand ‘ ﬁssile’ refers to planes of splieng or bedding planes. [ and quarry men use the
term ‘cleavage’ along the natural planes to cleave a rock.]. Internal organisa8on of the rock
tends to occur as a result of matrix change such as an increase in mica content, less cement
or changes in clay minerals.

•

The ﬁnal element which we can observe is this degree of ﬁssility, from ﬁne paper shales, to
Massive un-cleavable blocks, which gives us a whole pallet of adjec8ves that we can use to
describe and rock, and ul8mately interpret the environmental condi8ons.

•

Thus in classifying a rock we are looking at : Colour, Matrix, Grain, Grain shape and sor8ng,
Internal varia8on and distribu8on sediment, scale of ‘cleavage’/ﬁssility.

Rock Atlas
Hemipelagic
OSen described as ‘striped’ or ‘laminated’ [bedding parallel] these rocks show various thicknesses
and shades of grey banding, in this area the banding is generally ﬁne or very ﬁne. To the west the
varves can be much thicker. This colour change is most likely due to varia8ons in carbon content,
possibly arising from seasonal die back of algae, gentle winnowing of nearby sediments or distal
seXling from storms. However the preserva8on of the banding indicates a lack of burrowing or of
currents, and so indicates a very low energy deposi8onal history.
AXen8on should be paid to the colour, lightness and darkness, and material and degree of rounding
of clasts. A total lack of fossils might also indicate the area is physically cut oﬀ from the wider sea,
because of a barrier or gyres [circular current in a basin].

Detail of RF9.3 : A very ﬁne laminated siltstone, showing a weathered and fresh face. The
lamina8on can be seen in both, the darker material varies from the lighter only in having a colour
change associated with Carbon. This can be seen with a microscope. The specimen is 2.5 cm thick,
and this might have been deposited over a period of X years, but signiﬁcantly even the lighter
lamina8ons occur in bands, so could that indicate seasonal ﬂushing?

RF 9.3 Bwlchybryngolan [!] North Radnor Forest at 500 m amsl In situ pale to medium grey
plane parallel lamina3on in ﬁne Siltstone.

RF 8.2 Harley Dingle Quarry a Laminated ﬁne sand and siltstone, with minor channels made of
homogenous ﬂaggy siltstone.

Turbidite
Turbidite is the term given to a sedimentary facies which arises as a result of a sudden downslope
movement of coarse material into a ﬁner background material, and if this is happens frequently or
repe88vely gives rise to banding.
A variety of turbidites are seen in the Radnor Forest area, these are mostly of the ‘ﬁner’ type. All of
the examples below are in the ‘Bailey Hill Forma8on’ at diﬀering locali8es. They show regular
alterna8ons [couplets] of sandstone or siltstone with mudstones, usually found as soS shales which
here are deeply weathered giving a characteris8c texture.

RF 4.2 Frondryss

RF 4.2 Frondryss- Alterna3ng ﬂaggy siltstone and laminated mudstone as soX shales.

RF 4.9 Cwm Blythus Another type of turbidite = Bailey Hill Forma8on, consists of quite variable
beds of buﬀ siltstone and grey silts or mudstones.

KN2 3.1 Heyop Alterna8ng couplets of sandstone and siltstone, the sand has been deposited as an
event – possible as a result of a distant storm - Bailey Hill Forma8on

RF 4.9 Cwm Blythus OSen at the event junc8on there are drapes of mud and then a shell coquina ,
implying that the shells were transported with the sand layer, and deposited ﬁrst. However here the
mud layer is distorted and cut across by the sand/shell layer.

The types of fossils present in include Crinoid and Bryozoa remains, which are not typical of deep
sea environments, so have thus been imported. [Below]

RN 9.3 This is presently a mystery to me, a soS brown sandstone [not a Bentonite] 30 mm thick
sandwiched between tough ﬂaggy siltstones. Sequence above might be laminated, but soon

becomes signiﬁcantly false bedded. This needs further inves8ga8on once vegeta8on has cleared.
[Photograph is poor due to poor light level in undergrowth]

Microlaminated
Some deposits don’t seem to ﬁt with the classiﬁca8on of either turbidite or hemipelagite, but have
more subtle signs of lamina8on, which quite oSen cannot be seen in a fresh specimen. The origin or
these is perhaps less obvious, but likely to be associated with movement or simple winnowing of
sediment by currents. Maybe this is what happens at the outer extent of a storm, when just the
smallest frac8on of ﬁne material slowly driSs around and is moved about.

RF2.5 Whinyard Rocks A thinly bedded but homogenous or perhaps microlaminated , dark grey
ﬁne siltstone. A rock type that is very characteris3cally blocky and evenly ﬁssile , like a 3lestone.

RF 10.3 - This example illustrates that the fresh rock looks homogenous, but the weathered rock
looks very ﬁnely laminated, and even cross bedded.

RF 10.3

RF 2.1 Discoed Quarry Massive, well bedded and tough, medium grey siltstone, showing bedding
intervals of about 30 cm.

Calcareous nodular Siltstones

Sunnyhill [Ludlow] - Upper Bringewood Forma3on

Aymestrey Main Quarry – Lower Leintwardine Forma3on, the S1
Indicators of current ﬂow and disequilibrium
Below
And then there are the ‘doggers’, spheroidal concre8ons, which probably form around inclusions in a
current ﬂow; in this case it would seem that a shell has inﬂuenced the hydrodynamic ﬂow and
caused deposi8on.

The dogger split in half exposes a fossil

And other indicators of stress on the bed , arising from currents reworking.

RF 9.2 Llanﬁhangel Rydithon –Homogeneous Medium Grey ﬂaggy siltstone , showing current
stress and prod marks on bedding.

Some sediments are aﬀected by disturbances, quite oXen in quite constrained zones. The types of
disturbance vary according to their postulated cause. One of the more common type is balling as
shown above, which has been the result from down slope movement of sediment as result of
earthquake. It is just as likely that a change in hydrosta3c equilibrium is inﬂuenced by sea level
change which causes movement and ﬂow, or sediment heave in early stages of compac3on.

